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The Lost Lair of Dr. Confusion
W

ith some trepidation I left the rough track that led
to Dr. Confusion’s mountain lair. It had been
some time since his departure and the overgrown path
snagged my feet at every step. The landscape had
changed since the generation of discovery and action
that had defined the plague years. There was more sun
than I recalled, the canopy of trees in the clearing was
sparse and elevated. Here and there, the remnants of
domestic life were visible, in decaying hardware and a
vestige of plantings. Time had at least served the trees
well.
I was on a two-fold exploratory expedition, seeking to
unearth the final repository of the lengthy archeological
fragments that recorded the history of the the lost
HOLY-NO-PETROLS and the lost transmissions of
IANDOR. And, to claim the only extant archive of the
now ancient Beloved Community of Peace.
As I entered the unhinged door the creaking floor
boards of the towering building threatened to break
through at every step. I picked my way through the detritus, debris of data overseen by the tiny dinosaurs,
cowboys and costumed soldiers that represented the
lost avatars of long ago play. The collections of domestic tools and decrepit baubles lent an eerie haunting
quality to the dimly lit interior. The reek of the ancient
tomes on the multitude of shelves that lined the walls
and jutted into the rooms betrayed their advanced state
of decay. This mission of recovery could not have waited much longer.
How was it that the awesome power and glory of the
SEVEN MIGHTY ANVILS had come to this? Since the
Scattering Years the One True Light had often burned
brightly for Dr. Confusion. Perhaps his powers had diminished with his isolation in these far flung colonies
living amongst the inhabitants as a mere mortal, or had
his epigrammatic orisons lost their potency through his
dedication to petty squabbles with the natives. While
several of the Anvils had left their marks on the nexus of
discovery that illumined the awakening period, Dr. Confusion’s steadfast exploration of the minor exertions of a
nearly lost civilization had cost him. That he was rewarded with the channeled records of an even mightier
reality had been a consolation. But ultimately these revelations had instilled in him such a foreboding sense of
doom that in the end, with his apprehension of their true
import he had deemed it best to suppress the details of
what became a dark prophecy. Only occasionally would
he obliquely mention the fabled IANDOR.
As I climbed the creaking stairs to the inner sanctum of
the aerie loft, more signs of the long forgotten littered
the floor. Near the sleeping alcove I spied, neatly arrayed, volume upon colorful volume of what I immediately took to be the most intimate personal writings of
The good Doctors long time consort Lady Jarvenpa.
Nothing could persuade me to brazenly explore these
hallowed works. The long abandoned pages were certain to contain the rawest intimate emotions, potent
observation and poetry, all this would be rendered in her
distinctive illustrative hand and would without doubt
have the power to drive a weaker mind mad. After a
cursory glance I shuddered with the thought of this neglected power and quickly descended.
Entering the lower levels on makeshift steps I found
amongst the jumble of faded framed portraits and
child's toys what appeared to be a hermetically sealed
box, moving some stray objects aside and carefully
opening it was rewarded with a trove of preserved papers. Amongst the early writings of Dr. Confusion was a
collection
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glimpse into the fabled Seven Mighty Anvils transmissions. How could they have known that their exploration
and channeling of the elementals, their invocations of
Discordia could unleash the chaos that erupted in the
following epoch? Among various practical treatises and
accounts I discovered a soiled folder labeled with large
scrawled letters Plague Year Journals, and found it
contained actual cuttings from now fabled publications.
This deeply yellowed brittle fragments may well be the
only evidence of the original documentation of the anthropological studies that Dr. Confusion had chronicled.
Breathing a sigh of relieve that perhaps these could at
least guide some chronology from the disparate fragments of transcribed notes that had since circulated.
Setting these aside, I continued my search for the
archives.
Dr. Confusion had become a devotee of the Beloved
Community of Peace early in his sojourn. I should add
for the uninitiated that the BCP held non-conformist
views that encompassed a wide spectrum of behavior
guided by their rigid dismissal of the dominant conflict
resolution methods of the day. In all things they looked
for council to their arch saints; St. Mohandas and St.
Martin, the latter. The History of the BCP was shrouded in mystery as their early cautious committees of correspondence deemed it proper to limit their exposure
and conduct decentralized cells of activity, so that in
this age their origins and very existence was only a dim
recollection to even the most fervent of their kind. I
stumbled upon the small boxes falling out of a crate The nearly obsolete micro-film would be of little use- I
could attempt some form of projection, but there
wouldn’t be film reader any where to be had that would
allow these decrepit specimens to soil their rare equipment, the technicalities would make any transcription
daunting. And then I saw them, the black hardcovers of
the bound volumes, strewn across the wreckage of
padded furniture, dusty with creeping molds and damp
to the touch, remarkably the interior pages were sound,
and I quickly wiped them down with a rag, gathering
them in a nearby crate in the gloaming light.
As I headed for the open door with my parcels, I nearly
stumbled on a small metal lockbox. Setting the archives
down I crouched to it and found the catch unlocked.
The rusted hinges creaked as opened the box and
withdrew the sheaf of paper inside. As it fanned open I
could see amongst the fading typed pages the unmistakable indecipherable hand of the Doctor, on scraps, at

angles, hither and thither. The quick jottings of scenarios and conversations I could only imagine. Folded
sheets seemed a separate thread, there was no order to
it, no enumeration. But on the face page as I moved my
thumb aside in the glare of my headlamp in the gathering darkness I saw it: IANDOR. Here it was! Typically,
hiding in plain sight. Quickly placing the bundle back in
the box and slamming it shut with satisfaction I hustled
all my gleanings out the door and back and forth up the
path to the road I loaded my wagon for the ride back to
my lodge. Bouncing down the lane I took stock, there
was more to be had. Before the forest devoured the
remnants. I would return after I digested this first trove.
As I negotiated the narrow lane past the once hopeful
garden plot I mused over the passage of time. A sudden
sense of remorse over the fate of the Jarvenpa journals
took me. No one had vouchsafed them? How cruel that
the unique and rare words of a poet lay unread, yet,
perhaps it was just - that her words should decay and
scatter to the winds for others to divine on their own.
Perhaps all was well, and some documents must forever sleep, holding their secret joys and lamentations.
Back in the relative cleanliness of my private rooms I
began my examinations of the documents. The first
order was to separate and dry the moist items, discard
the frankly destroyed, and take stock of the chronology
spread on all available surfaces. I began with the Anvils
era, fascinated by eclectic arrangements, colors and
diversity that poured from that period. Here was rare
proof of the genesis of a movement that would stir a
generation. As I perused the sooty leaves of brittle paper some miasma took me, as though the aged fiber
and ink was sporulating some messenger of the past
and invigorating my nervous system. I could clearly
imagine, nearly unto hallucinatory remembrances the
milieu that created these pages, at once the abandon
and careful consideration of every phrase, and mark
that would launch to the world the fevered thoughts of
those young zealots.
As I moved to the BCP archives thumbing quickly from
page to page I was entranced by the details of long ago
conflict and could see the interplay of those heartfelt
communiques enacted between the lines of type, as I
picked out familiar names and explanations. By the time
I got to the metal box and its disparate pages laid out
like some divinatory oracle whose cryptic key was yet to
be discovered I was intoxicated with the portent of it all.
As if in a fevered dream, I was being called to action,
inspired to embrace these fragments as a grail of historic proportions, something that required more than
cataloging and storing away. These talismans were living documents testifying to their need to continue. This
evidence of past struggles with the archetypes, the
powers, the directions, the elements, the very stuﬀ of
life- All was still in play, unresolved, and restless. They
cried out
“Do more, work and learn and teach, make it so.”
What strange sensations overtook me as I clearly visualized a direction and a purpose, at once feeling a trembling tension at the time and eﬀort I was unwittingly
committing myself too. Even as I thought it, at once I
realized, I was not the first to put voice to this emotion:

‘In realizing my purposeWhat would I forsake?’
Your humble messenger,

- Josué Dorado
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